Ecclesiastes Chapter Seven
Things that are Better (vv. 1-14)
VERSE 1 A good name is better than a good ointment, And the day of one's
death is better than the day of one's birth (Adl.W"hi

bAj

~AYmi tw<M'h; ~Ayw> bAj !m,V,mi ~ve

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + noun m.s.abs. shem name + prep min w/noun m.s.abs. shemen oil,

ointment + waw w/noun m.s.abs. yom + d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. maweth death + prep min w/noun
m.s.abs. yom + Niphal infin.constr.w/3m.s.suff. yalad be born]).
VERSE 2

It is better to go to a house of mourning (lb,ae-tyBe-la,

tk,l,l' bAj

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + prep lamed w/Qal infin.constr. chalak walk, go + prep el to + noun
m.s.constr. bayith house + noun m.s.abs. ebel mourning]
Than to go to a house of feasting (hT,v.mi

tyBe-la, tk,L,m [prep min w/Qal infin.constr.

halak go + prep el + noun m.s.constr. bayith + noun m.s.abs. mishtech banquet]),
Because that is the end of every man (~d'a'h'-lK'

@As aWh rv,a]B;

[prep beth

w/rel.pro. asher + pro.3m.s. hu + noun m.s.abs. soph end + noun m.s.constr. kol + d.a.w/noun
m.s.abs. adam]),
And the living takes it to heart (ABli-la,

!TeyI yx;h;w>

[waw w/d.a.w/adj.m.s.abs. chay

living + Qal impf.3m.s. nathan give; “takes” + prep el to + noun m.s.constr.w/3m.s.suff. leb
heart]).
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VERSE 3 Sorrow is better than laughter (qxoF.mi

s[;K; bAj

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + noun

m.s.abs. ka-as grief; “Sorrow” + prep min w/noun m.s.abs. tsechoq laughter]),
For when a face is sad a heart may be happy (ble

bj;yyI ~ynIP' [;rob.-yKi

[part ki for +

prep beth w/noun m.s.abs. rboa bad; “sad” + noun m.p.abs. paneh face + Qal impf.3m.s. yatab
be good; “may be happy” + noun m.s.abs. leb]).
VERSE 4 The mind of the wise is in the house of mourning (lb,ae

ble

tybeB. ~ymik'x]

[noun m.s.abs.leb heart; “mind” + adj.m.p.abs. chakam wise + prep beth w/noun

m.s.constr. bayith + noun m.s.abs. ebel mourning]),
While the mind of fools is in the house of pleasure (hx'm.fi

tybeB. ~yliysiK. blew> [waw

w/noun m.s.abs. leb heart + noun m.p.abs. kesil fool + prep beth w/noun m.s.constr. bayith +
noun f.s.abs. semeach joyful; “pleasure”]).
VERSE 5 It is better to listen to the rebuke of a wise man (~k'x'

tr;[]G: [;mov.li bAj

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + prep lamed w/Qal infin.constr. shama listen + noun f.s.constr. ge-ara rebuke
+ adj.m.s.abs. chakam wise])
Than for one to listen to the song of fools (~yliysiK.

ryvi [;mevo vyaime

[prep min

w/noun m.s.abs. ish man; “Than for one” + Qal part.m.s.abs. shama listen + noun m.s.abs. shir
song+ noun m.p.abs. kesil fool]).
VERSE 6 For as the crackling of thorn bushes under a pot (rySih;

lAqk. yKi

tx;T; ~yrIySih;

[part ki for + prep kaph w/noun m.s.abs. qol voice; “crackling” + d.a.w/noun

m.p.abs. sir thorn + part. tachath under + d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. sir pot]),
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So is the laughter of the fool (lysiK.h;

qxof. !Ke [part ki + noun m.s.constr. tseboq laughter

+ d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. kesil]);
And this too is futility (lb,h'

hz<-~g:w>

[waw w/part gam too + adj.m.s.abs. zeh this + noun

m.s.abs. hebel vanity]).
ANALYSIS: VERSES 1-6
1. Most take verses 1-14 as a separate unit, with verses 13 & 14 as a kind of conclusion to the
whole unit.
2. The first twelve verses of this chapter are proverbs, most presented according to the “betterthan” pattern.
3. It is useless to try to identify a cohesive progression of thought in this section.
4. The unifying factor is word-repetition.
5. By the use of the “better-than” proverb, Qohelet tells us that there are some things better
than others.
6. The list of proverbs begins in verse 1a and sounds like the book of Proverbs (22:1 “A good
name is to be more desired than great wealth. Favor is better than silver and gold.”).
7. Here the comparison is between a good name and an expensive item.
8. The choice may be determined in part by the word-play of the line.
9. The line is made up of four Hebrew words, the first and the last (tob), being the same.
10. The two middle words sound similar “name/reputation” (shem) and “ointment” ( misheman).
11. That oil was highly regarded during biblical times may be seen in: Pss. 45:7; 133; Amos 6:6
and Matt. 6:17 and 26:7.
12. In the second proverb Q. undermines the common viewpoint affirming that “the day of one’s
death is better than the day of one’s birth.”
13. Based on his teaching about death (3:18-21and 12:1-5), this supports the idea of worldweariness.
14. The second proverb reflects the notion that life is finally over.
15. One view connects the two proverbs where the righteous rejoice at the time of death because
their reputation is secure.
16. This proverb could not apply to the fate of the unbeliever.
17. So it is limited in scope.
18. The advantage of death over life continues in verse 2 with another “better-than” proverb.
19. Q. expresses his viewpoint that it is better to go to a funeral than a party.
20. The funeral scene helps remind others that they too will die (hence, “Because that is the end
of every person”), and that they ought to live their lives accordingly.
21. He does not explicitly mention God or the afterlife, but certainly that must be what he has in
mind.
22. The point isn’t that it is wrong “to go to the house of feasting”, but rather, there is a better
venue to stimulate serious thinking about what is to come.
23. The final clause “and the living should take it to heart” supports the idea of a universal fate.
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24. Since no one can escape that fate a funeral is simply a reminder to live in the light of the
inevitable.
25. That requires divine wisdom.
26. Verse 3 is made up of a brief proverb followed by a motive clause.
27. The noun translated “sorrow” (ka-as) is a Hebrew term for ‘anger’ (cf. Deut. 4:25; occurs
76x; but also see Eccl. 1:18 where it is translated ‘grief’ and 2:23 ‘grievous’ and 5:16
‘anger’ and 7:9 ‘angry/anger’ and 11:10 ‘grief.’).
28. Here the idea is a negative emotion along the lines of grief and vexation.
29. “Vexation is better than laughter” because it is an honest emotion, whereas “laughter” (in
the context here of merrymaking) does not necessarily reflect reality.
30. “Vexation” describes a reaction people have to the difficulties of life which cause pain and
misery.
31. The reason “vexation is better than laughter” is given in 7:3b: “for a sad face is good for the
heart.”
32. The idea is not that a ‘sad face” improves the heart, but that ‘a sad face’ demonstrates that a
person is facing up to a difficult situation.
33. Such a person is not living in a world of denial like the happy-go-lucky fool.
34. The proverb in verse 4 is similar to the proverb in verse 2.
35. Except here there is a transition in 7:4 to the relationship between the ‘wise’ and the ‘fool.’
36. The term ‘heart’ points to the basic orientation of the wise person and the fool.
37. The wise person’s orientation is to the brevity of life and therefore the need to act
accordingly.
38. His heart is “in the house of mourning” while the fool’s “is in the house of pleasure/mirth.’
39. The fool does not take the troubles of life (including death) seriously, and either avoids
them, nor takes measures to meet them with wisdom (cf. Prov. 14:8, 15; 22:3; 27:12; cf.
Eccl. 214 “the wise person has eyes in his head but the fool walks in darkness.”).
40. Q. goes on to show with another proverb (v. 5) that the outlook of the wise is much better
than that of the fool.
41. Again, the wise person faces reality when confronted with a rebuke from someone like
himself who is wise.
42. A rebuke is a verbal warning directed at someone’s behavior or attitude/viewpoint.
43. Although a rebuke can be difficult to bear it is highly valued (cf. Prov. 12:1; 13:1, 18; 17:10;
19:25; 27:5; 29:15).
44. The “song of fools” refers to song of frivolity, which are found in the house of pleasure, but
have little to do with reality.
45. In verse 6 “the laughter of the fool” is compared to “the sound/crackling of thorns under a
pot.”
46. The loud sound dissipates rather quickly, so the laughter of fools dies down, indicating that
for all the celebratory noise, giving the impression of a good time, it is all meaningless in the
face of the real world.
47. There is nothing of substance and this stands over against the “rebuke of the wise.”
48. Verse 6 concludes with a hebel verdict: “this also is meaningless.”
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Miscellaneous Proverbs (vv. 7-14)
VERSE 7 For oppression makes a wise man mad (~k'x'

lleAhy> qv,[oh' yKi

[part ki +

d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. osheq oppression + Poel impf.3m.s. halal shine; in the poel ‘make mad’ +
adj.m.s.abs. hakam wise]),
And a bribe corrupts the heart (hn"T'm;

ble-ta, dBea;ywI [waw w/Piel impf.3m.s. abad be

destroyed; “corrupts” + d.o. + noun m.s.abs. leb + noun f.s.abs. mattanah gift; “bribe”]).
VERSE 8 The end of a matter is better than its beginning (Atyviareme

bAj

rb'D' tyrIx]a;

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + noun f.s.abs. acharith end + noun m.s.abs. dabar word; “matter” +

prep min w/noun f.s.constr.w/3m.s.suff. reshith beginning]);
Patience of spirit is better than haughtiness of spirit (x;Wr-Hb;G>mi

x;Wr-%r,a, bAj

[adj.m.s.abs. tob + adj.m.s.constr. arek long + noun both s.abs. ruach spirit + prep min
w/adj.m.s.constr. gaboah high; “haughtiness” + noun both s.abs. ruach spirit])].
VERSE 9 Do not be eager in your heart to be angry (sA[k.li

^x]WrB. lheb;T.-la;

[part

al not + Piel imperf.2m.s. bahal be in a hurry + prep beth w/noun both s.constr.w/2m.s.suff.
ruach spirit; “heart” + prep lamed w/Qal infin.constr. kaas be angry]),
For anger resides in the bosom of fools (x;Wny"

~yliysiK. qyxeB. s[;k; yK [part ki for +

noun m.s.abs. ka-as anger + prep beth w/noun m.s.constr. cheq bosom + noun m.p.abs. kesil fool
+ Qal impf.3m.s. ruach rest; “resides”]).
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VERSE 10 Do not say, "Why is it that the former days were better than these
(hL,aeme

~ybiAj Wyh' ~ynIvoarIh' ~ymiY"h;v, hy"h' hm, rm;aTo-la;

[part al not + Qal impf.2m.s.

amar say + interrog. mah why? + Qal perf.3m.s. hayah be; “is” + rel.pro. prefix asher
w/d.a.w/noun m.p.abs. yom day + d.a.w/adj.m.p.abs. rishon former + Qal perf.3m.s. hayah
“were” + adj.m.p.abs. tob “better” + prep min w/adj.p.abs. elleh these])?"
For it is not from wisdom that you ask about this (hz<-l[;

T'l.a;v' hm'k.x'me al{ yKi

[conj ki for + neg lo + prep min w/noun f.s.abs. chokmah wisdom + Qal perf.3m.s. sha-al
inquire, ask + part al “about” + adj.m.s.abs. zeh this]).
VERSE 11

Wisdom along with an inheritance is good (hl'x]n:-~[i

hm'k.x' hb'Aj

[adj.f.s.abs. tob + noun f.s.abs. chokmah wisdom + part am with + noun f.s.abs. nachalah
inheritance])
And an advantage to those who see the sun (vm,V'h;

yaerol. rteyOw>

[waw w/noun

m.s.abs. yitron advantage + prep lamed w/Qal part.m.p.constr. ra-ah see + d.a.w/noun both
s.abs. shemesh sun]).
VERSE 12 For wisdom is protection just as money is protection (@s,K'h;

hm'k.x'h; lceB. yKi

lceB.

[part ki + prep beth w/noun m.s.abs. tsel “protection: + d.a.w/noun f.s.abs.

chokmah wisdom + prep eth w/noun m.s.abs. tsel “protection” + d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. keseph
silver; “money”]),
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But the advantage of knowledge is that wisdom preserves the lives of its
possessors (h'yl,['b.

hY<x;T. hm'k.x'h; t[;D; !Art.yIw>

[waw w/noun m.s.abs. yitron advantage

+ noun f.s.abs. da-ath knowledge + d.a.w/noun f.s.abs. chokmah wisdom + Piel impf.3f.s. hayah
sustain + noun m.p.constr.w/3m.s.suff. ba-al owner]).
VERSE 13 Consider the work of God (~yhil{a/h'

hfe[]m;-ta, haer>

[Qal impf.3m.s. ra-ah

see; “Consider” + d.o. + noun m.s.constr. ma-asheh work + d.a.w/noun m.p.abs. Elohim]),
For who is able to straighten what He has bent (AtW>[i

rv,a] tae !Qet;l. lk;Wy ymi yKi

[part ki + interrog. mi who? + Qal impf.3m.s. yakol be abel + prep lamed w/Qal infin.constr.
taqan be straight + d.o. + rel.pro. asher + Piel perf.3m.s.w/3m.s.suff. awath bend])?
VERSE 14 In the day of prosperity be happy (bAjb.

hyEh/ hb'Aj ~AyB.

[prep beth

w/noun m.s.abs. yom + noun f.s.abs. tob good; “prosperity” + Qal imper.m.s. hayah be + prep
beth w/noun m.s.abs. tob “be happy”]),
But in the day of adversity consider -- God has made the one as well as the other
(~yhil{a/h'

hf'[' hz<-tM;[ul. hz<-ta, ~G: haer> h['r' ~Ayb.W [waw w/prep beth w/noun m.s.abs.

yom + adj.f.s.abs. ra-ah evil; “adversity” + Qal imper.m.s. ra-ah “consider” + conj gam alike
+ d.o. + adj.m.s.abs. zeh “the one” + prep lamed w/part. amah with + adj.m.s.abs. zeh “the
other” + Qal perf.3m.s. ashah “made” + d.a.w/noun m.p.abs. Elohim])
So that man will not discover anything that will be after him (hm'Wam.

ac'm.yI aL{v, tr;b.DI-l[;

wyr'x]a; ~d'a'h'

[part al not + noun f.s.constr. dabbarah + rel.pro. asher w/neg lo +

Qal impf.3m.s. matsa find; “discover” + d.a.w/noun m.s.abs. adam man + adv achari after +
noun m.s.abs. me-umah anything]).
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ANALYSIS: VERSES 7-14
1. The proverb in verse 7 is designed to demonstrate that wise man’s wisdom can be
undermined by sin.
2. The first part of the proverb features the noun “oppression” and is the same word found at
4:1.
3. The term (osheq) can also be rendered “extortion” (cf. Lev. 6:4) a form of oppression.
4. The question here is whether the wise man is the victim or the perpetrator.
5. The second part of this verse indicates the latter—he is the one taking a bribe.
6. The weakness of wisdom does not lie with wisdom, but with the STA of the wise man gone
bad.
7. There is no apparent link between the proverb in verse 8 to the preceding proverb.
8. “The end of a matter is better than its beginning” can refer to a wide variety of
circumstances.
9. This is true with regards to those who conduct themselves properly, especially those who
adhere to God’s will.
10. The second line (v. 8b) augments the first line.
11. “Patience of spirit” is literally, ‘long of spirit.’
12. “Patience” is the adjective ‘long’ (arek).
13. The idea here is that “patience” is needed to reach “the end of a matter.”
14. On the other hand, “haughtiness of spirit” characterized the person who is not humble
enough to wait out “the end of a matter.”
15. The proverb in verse 9 expands on the one in verse 8.
16. The person who cannot wait patiently for the resolution of the matter is the type who is
easily frustrated and resorts to the sin of anger.
17. Being quick to anger is a characteristic of fools (line 2 of v. 9).
18. When things do not develop according to their timetable, they resort to fits of anger.
19. This proverb is not at odds with the one in verse 3.
20. The term “bosom” refers to that which is held to be most dear to a person.
21. Here it is used of a deep-seated disposition characteristic of fools.
22. Fools are known by how they react to difficult situations (Prov. 12:16).
23. The prohibition of verse 10 elaborates on the “better-than” saying of verse 7a, which says
that “the end of a thing is better than its beginning.”
24. The question “Why is it that the former days were better than these?” refers to the human
tendency of every age to glorify the past and live with a nostalgic view of the past.
25. Such an outlook does not come “from wisdom”, says Q.
26. The rationale goes against the saying of verse 8: “the end of a thing is better than its
beginning.”
27. Verses 11 & 12 are a subunit focusing on wisdom.
28. “Wisdom” is taken here as simply conducting one’s life in a sane and proven fashion.
29. It is to be viewed natural wisdom that produces positive benefits in the temporal realm.
30. As such it has limitations as it cannot produce eternal benefits as with divine wisdom.
31. In v. 11 Q. does not say wisdom is “better-than” inheritance; only that both are “good, and
an “advantage to those who see the sun.”
32. The same idea is expressed in verse 12a where wisdom and money are both designated a
“protection.”
33. This term is the Hebrew noun “shadow” (tsel).
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34. In light of 6:12 and the statement “who knows what is good for a man during his lifetime”,
along with “the few years of his futile life he will spend like a shadow”, this “protection” is
not to be taken as an unqualified positive.
35. The idea here is that of a relative advantage.
36. The knowledge that comes from wisdom is to be preferred as it “preserves the lives of its
possessors.”
37. Money without wisdom cannot do that, he says.
38. The term “possessors” is the plural of ba-al which means master/owner of something.
39. In verse 13 Q. focuses on the activity of God in general: “consider the work of God for who
is able to straighten what He has bent?”
40. This statement parallels 1:15 “What is crooked cannot be straightened and what is lacking
cannot be counted.”
41. But here God is the One who makes things crooked.
42. In 1:15 the emphasis is on the inability to solve the ills of life.
43. The term “crooked” is used in contexts where individuals are struggling with the fairness of
God (Job 8:3; 19:6; 34:12; Pss. 110:76; 146:9), which is the topic of verses 15-18.
44. In verse 14 life is made up of good and bad days.
45. If one is experiencing “a day of prosperity” or “a good day” (tob) his advice is “be happy.”
46. If on the other hand, one is experiencing a “day of adversity”, the reader is to “consider” the
fact “that God made the one as well as the other.”
47. The fact that good days and bad days come from God is taught in other Scriptures (Amos
3:6; Isa. 45:7).
48. There is no guarantee that even the wise will experience only the good in the future; in fact
it is impossible to “discern anything that will be after him.”
49. The future is uncertain so enjoy life as it is, because there is no way it can be changed.
50. This is in line with Jesus’ teaching to His disciples (Matt. 6:34 “So do not worry about
tomorrow, for tomorrow will care for itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own.”).
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